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Abstract a base for natural, logarithm
This paper presents an investigation of the [G],[Ga] matrices defined in equation (11);
effects of blade mistiming on the aeroelastic sta- s	 0,	 1,	 2 ... N-1
bility and response of a cascade in incompressible
flow.	 The aerodynamic, inertial, and structural GK11s^GKas quantities defined in equation (11)
coupling between the bending and torsional motions
of each blade and the aerodynamic coupling between ha bandirng deflection of sth blade
the blades are included in the formulation.
	
A dig-
ital computer program was developed to conduct her bending deflection of blade in rth mode
w	 parametric studies.
	
Results indicate that the mis- of tuned cascade
tuning has a beneficial effect on the coupled
bending-torsion and uncoupled torsion flutter, 	 The [I] unit matrix
affect of mistuning on forced response, howeve,,
may be either beneficial or adverse, dependin!, on is mass moment of inertia of sth blade
the engine order of the forcing function.
	 Addi- s about elastic axis per unit span;
tionally, the results illustrate that i.t may be (=msr&sb2)
feasible to utilize mistuning as a passive control
to increase flutter speed while maintaining forced i
response at an acceptable level.
Khs,Kas bending and torsional stiffness respec-
tively, of sth blade
Nomenclature
k reduced frequency, wb/V
(A)	 aerodynamic matrix hue to motion
kF reduced flutter frequency, wFb/VF
[ArJ	 aerodynamic matr ix due to motion in
rth mode;	 r = 0,
	 1,	 2	 .,.	 N-1 Ls lift due to motion of sth blade per
unit spun, positive up
(AD)	 aerodynamic matrix due to wake induced
flow LS lift due to wakes of sth blade per unit
span, positive up
(ADO	 aerodynamic matrix due to wake induced
flow in the rth mode,	 r - 0,
	 1,	 2	 ... Qhhrofhar nondimensional lift coefficients due to
N-1 bending and torsional motions, respec-
tively, in rth mode
a	 elastic axis location, nondimensional
kahrlkaar nondimensional moment coefficient due
b	 semichord to bending and torsional motion, re-
spectively, in rth mode
c	 chord
^whr1twar nondimensional lift and moment coeffi-[D],[DsJ	 matrices defined in equation (11); cients, respectively, due to wake in
s - 0,
	 1,	 2	 ...	 N-1 rth mode
[E]	 matrix defined in equation ( 4) Ma moment about the elastic axis due to
motion of sth blade per unit span,
E(s,r)	 defined in equation	 (4) positive nose up
Adjunct Professor, Mechanical Engineering Depart- Mw
s moment of sth blade per unit span about
ment, Member AIAA. the elastic axis due to wake, posi-
**Aerospace Engineer, Structures Branch, Member ASME. tive nose up
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ms mama per unit span of nth blade on	 azimuthal pouition of ath blado, de-
fined in equation (b)
N number of blades in cascade
va	 mnap	 cio of arts blade, nrslnpb2
IN matrix defined in equation (11)
P 	 real part of eigenvalue, defined in
ghcr"ghsr multiblade coordinates for bending equation (12)
motion in rth made
V	 imaginary part of eigenvalue, defined
gacr'gasr multiblade coordinates for torsional in equation (12)
motion in rth mode
yr	 nondimensional flutter frequency
r integer specifying the mode of tuned +
rotor;	 r - 0, 1 1
	
2 ... N-1; also the F	 stagger angle, figure 1
engine order of the excitation
P	 fluid density
raa radiun of gyration of sth blade, non-
dimensionalized with respect to b m	 frequency
a integer specifying blade, s . 9 0
	
1, mo	 reference frequency
2	 ... N-1; also blade spacin &
 (fig.	 1)
'Otis	
tla	
s
Sas
static mass moment of ath blade per
unit span about elastic axis, posi-
tive when center of gravity is aft of wasKa /1a
elastiz axis e	 s
t time [ j,{	 }	 matrices
V freestream velocity relative to the C)	 differentiation with time
blade
[	 j -1	 inverse of a matrix
Vg flutter speed
indicate summation over r A 0, 1,	 2 .
wr velocity induced by wakes N-1
{X} column matrix, defined in equation (4)
I.	 Introduction
X,Z rectangular coordinate axes
In the development of modern aircraft turbofan
xa dimensionless static unbalance of ath engines, the aeroelastic stability and response of
a blade (-Sa s /msb) bladed-disk assemblies have been among the most
difficult problems encountered.
	 The study of sta-
{Y} column matrix, defined in equation (4) bility and response in these assemblies is compli-
cated by the presence of small differences between
as amplitude of torsional motion of sth the individual blades, known as mistuning.
	
The
blade, positive clockwise published results in this area which will be dis-
cussed later have shown that mistuning can have a
as,id torsional amplitude of each blade of beneficial effect on turbine engine blade flutter
tuned rotor and an adverse effect on forced response.
	 Experi-
ence(1 v 2 ) has further shown that there have been
aar amplitude of torsional deflection of a costly failuresin the development and production
blade in rth mode of a tuned cascade phases in which mistuning appeared to have played
an important role.
	 Thus, an improved basic under-
Sr interblade phase angle, 2nr/N standing of these effects is important in the
design phase.
Y nondimensional. eigenvalue,	 (wo/02
To improve the basic understanding of the ef-
Yhs nondimensional uncoupled bending fre- fects of mistuning on aeroelastic stability and
quency of sth blade response and then to explore the possibility of
utilizing mistuning as a passive control to allev-
Yas nondimensional uncoupled torsional fre- iate flutter and to minimize forced response, an
quency of sth blade effort has been in progress in the Structural
Dynamics Section, NASA Lewis Research Center.
	 As a
dhs,das
logarithmic decrements of sth blade in part of this general effort,
	 the effects of mis-
bending and torsion, respectively tuning on coupled bending-torsion flutter and on
aeroelastic response due to wakes have been studied.
Ch	 }Sa damping ratios of sth blade in bending This paper presents the results of the study fors	 s and torsion, respectively incompressible flow.
n location of elastic axis measured from Either because of the complexities or because
leading edge,	 (a + 1)/2 of the general belief that the turbomachinery blade
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flutter involves only it single degree of free-
dom, provioun rosearchern( 2-7 ) have studied the
effect of blade mintuning on noroolastic stability
and response by conaidering eithor pure bending
s>yeion or pure torsional motion of the blades. The
studies of mtiti-degree of freedom blade flutter in
%.he published literature(M 19,10,11) have been
limited to tuned caneadea. To the frost of the
authors' knowledge, the forced renponn ,+ of both
tuned and mtotuned caaeadeo using multi-degree
.freedom modem list) not been pronented in the pub-
lished literature. Thus, the problem considered in
this paper in a logical extennion to the present
state of the literature on flutter and forced re-
sponse of blades with mintuning,,
The mathematical model considered heroin ill
the diocretized, lumped parameter type, utilizing
discrete manner, mans moment of inertia, and linear
and rotational nprings to represent the individual
bladon, The unsteady aerodynamic loads were calcu-
lated by using Mtitchood's( 12) incompressible flow
cascade theory. Thus, the model considered is
nimple enough to be uned for extensive parametric
studion. At the same time, it in adequate to repre-
sent the basic dynamic characteristics of a miatuned
cascade, to provide guidance in refining, both the
aerodynamic and structural modeln, and to check the
reaultn obtnined front 	 element formulations,
such an one pronented in reference 13, Recently,
the authors have extended the prenent work into the
subsonic and nuporsonic flow roglnson in refer-
once 14.
IIy. Theor^v,
In general, the components which comprine it
bladed-disk system have complex geometriea. The
analynin of this complex syatem, as stated earlier,
in further complicated by blade mintuning. To
accompliah the stated objectives of the paper, it
is necessary to develop a model which simplifies
the analvnis, yet maintains the basic d ynamic char-
acteristics. For thla reason oniv two degrees of
freedom (on(, bending and one torsins) for each
blade are considered in thin paper. However, the
authors have plans to add additional blade degrees
of freedom and disk flexibilitiea in addition to
other refinements to the prenent model. The gon-
eral motion of a miatuned cssacade in assumed to be
it combination of all possible motions of the asso-
ciated tuned cancade. It will, therefore, be
Instructive first to develop and understand the
model of a tuned cascade.
A. Tuned Cascade Model
'flu' geometry of a tuned cascade model in shown
in figure 1. The disk in aasumod to be rigid and
the bladed assembly is modeled an infinite two-
dimensional cascade of airfoils in a uniform up-
stream flow with a velocity V is illustrated in
figure 1. The effects of wakes shed from upstream
obstructions are included. The wakon considered
are limited to sinusoidal distortions represented by
vorticity perturbation, so that they are convected
downstream at the flow velocity V. The amplitude
of the wakes is specified by the velocity which the
wakes would induce al. the position of the mid-
chord paint of the reference blade as indicated in
figure 1. The motion of the airfoils in each mode
of Clio tuned cascade in assumed to be simple
harmonic with a constant pb;no ankle Or between
adjacent blades. Also, rain interblado phone ankle
is restricted by bant's (I$) asnumption co the N
discrete valuee Br p 2+rrfN where r ° 0 1 1 4 2 ...
N-1, Consequently, there are N motion for Clio
cascade with each blade having the Dome amplitude.
The motion of it tuned cascade in rth mode involving
bending and torsion coupling can be represented in
the form of a traveling wave on shown in figure 1.
'rite motion or the nth blade when the cancade vi-
!-rates in the rth mode to indicated fit figure 2.
For a tuned system, the modes with different inter-
blade phone anglon are uncoupled and hence one call
write
11aleiwt p	 sar ci (wt rira)	 (1)
on 	 L.Iar
Furthermore, it in adequato to analyze the motion
of it aingle blade in each of the interblade phase
angle motion separately. hence, the number of de-
green of freedom of a tuned cascade for the present
case in reduced to two for each value of 13r.
11. Minturrrd Cascade Model
In it 	 miatuned caocaie, the blades are
not identical and call 	 diffevent response ampli-
tudes. In addition, the phone angle between adja-
cant bladea call 	 Because of the spatial per-
idicity, the genoral motion of a blade in a miatuned
cancade call 	 exprenued at; it combination of the
motionn in all passible interbindo phase angle modes
of the corresponding tamed viscade. Consequently,
the motion of the sth blade can be written tit the
traveling wave form
N-1
	
Ina 	 iwt	 liar
	
I(mt+ftrs)
e'	 '	 a	 (2)
	
{,rss	 rar
r-0
The quantitica har's and z.1 'it 	 called as
the 'aerodynamie modes' in re o rcnce 4. For a cas-
code with N miatuned blades, equation (2) can be
generalized an
(R) oiwt 	 (131(1) o iwt	 (3)
where
It()	 hao
0o 	 `iao
(x) n
	 (1)
hN-1	 lsa (N-1)
AN-1 	 on (N-1)
(4)
Vont' d.
CBl a
E(0,0) 0	 E(0,1) 0
0	 E(0,0) 0	 9(011)	 ,••
E(1,0) 0	 3..
0	 E(1,0)	 ...
9(N-1,N-1) 0
	
0	 U-N-1,N-1)
E(o,r) - e2nior/N
(cone,)
It should be remarked that the motion of a
blade in a cascade with and without mistuning can
also be expronsee. it a standing wave form. Since
the stability and response are independent of the
form used, conexderation of either of these forms
is adequate to describe the motion. In most of the
published literature on flutter analysis of bladed-
disk assemblies, the traveling wave form in prefer-
red. This is in contrast to the conventional
flutter analysis of a fixed wing aircraft in which
the standing wave form is generally used. The
motion of the sth blado of a miatuned rotor in the
standing wave form may be written as
N-1
hs	 q(t) coo © sr + q(t) sin Onr
e iwt p	 her	 liar
'n	 q(t) cos' or + q(t) sin 0or
r=	 acr	 asr
where
Os „ Ors /r	(6)
It is of interest to note that the special cones of
the form given by equation (5) are known as 'multi-
blade coordinate transformations' in the literature
dealing with the helicopter and prop-rotor aero-
elasticity. This transformation has certain advan-
tages in the analyses, particularly when the coupl-
ing between the rotor and supporting structure are
involved, and when the coefficienta in the aqua-
tiona of notion are periodic in time. Hence, the
standing we,.ve representation may be expected to
have simi?dr advantages if the analysis includes
bearing motion, whirling motion of shaft, stand
motion, etc. An interesting discussion on both
traveling and standing wave representations for
tuned bladed disk assembli s is presented in ref-
erence 16.
C. Structural Model
The structural model of the sth blade of a
miatuned cascade is illustrated in figure 2. Each
airfoil is suspended by bending and torsional
springs, 
Khs and Kas , respectively. The airfoil
in annumed to btu rigid in the chordwise direction,
and this motion is neglected. The clooti,c coupling
between bending and torsion dun to pratwL p t,shrouds,
and rotation of the rotor is modeled through the
offoot dintance (bx,j) between thn center of gravity
and olantic axis. The centrifugal ntiffening ef-
fects due to rotation are included in the banding
and torsional spring constants. The elnatic and
dynamic properties of the blades are represented by
their respective values at the three-quarters stn-
tion of blade span, This model may be viewed an a
logical extension of the no-called 'typical section
wing' used in fixed wing aeroolanticity.(17)
D. _ Aerodynamic tonged
Tito unsteady aorod}' namic loads were calculated
by using Whitchead'n (12f cascade theory in the in-
compressible unsteady flow. This theory in an
extension of two-dimensional unsteady airfoil
thec-y of Theoderson to account for cascade effects.
The o°fect of airfoil thickness, camber, and n ,
 ,dy
state angle of attack are neglected. As menti .led
earlier, the effects of waken from a periodic
obsrtuction upstream are included in the form of a
vorticity perturbation. It should be noted that
the direction of the velocity, as shown in figure 1,
induced by the waken is opposite is that of refer-
ence 12. In view of the basic objectives of this
paper, it is felt that this incompressible theory
in adequate. However, the compre?nibility effects
will be included by using Smith's lg theory is the
subsonic flow9fegime, and Adamcxyk and
Goldstein a	 theory in the supersonic flow
regime. These results will be reported in
reference 14,
ms	 Sa	 d2 (hoeiwt)
s	 dt2
San lan	 a2 (anelwt)
dt
2
(1 + 21^hs)msw
hs 0
+
0	 (1 + 21tao)Iaswas
hsaiwt
	 -LM- L,,
x	 Q
aoe iwt	 MM + Mw
	(7)
a	 a
Structural damping is added to the equations of
motion by multiplying the uncoupled stiffness coef-
ficients in the bending and torsion by (1 + 2 Uhs)
and (1 + 214, s ), respectively. The critical damping
E. Equationa of Motion
A simple application of Lagrange's equation to
the mathematical model of the nth blade in figure 2
(5)	 leads to the following coupled bending-torsion
equations
Iratios, 4h
	
and	 ga , are related to the logari- [Ao3 /nFb2
thmic decrements, dhs
	
and	 bas , by the relation (A) "	 [Ali. '	 us 	 ma
ho o 2n4hs 	and	 daa # 2n4os .	 The aerodynamic " [AN_,)
forces duo to motion, represented by the super
script	 M, and due to excitation from sinusoidal T	 ra	 la lmab2
(AD) R C(ADo)(AD1) ­ I (ADN_10	 s	 awakes ► represented by the superscript	 w, are ex-
pressed in terms of nondimensional coefficients an
follows;
1/OKh
	
x4a/0Kh0
	 xas p S o 
/mab
N-1
Jt
LM + bQ - niib3w2 E0
 [t
hhr a^ + 4haroar
a
[Dad ^` us
xas/GKas ra/GKas
y p (w /w)2o
i(wt+gs)k Rwhr a	 (ga) Rhar[hhr
[Ar)
	
`"
N-1
+ 	 w 	 irpb4w2
	 [kahr °r aa	 s 	b	 oar or
Rohr
	
aar
rPU {Apr} p ^R^.rhr	 Rwar^T
* R
	
ci(wt+(Srs)	 (8b)
war 1/G..h	 0
whore [Gal °	 °
0	 1/0Kaa
21	 4
4hr ° k (CFq) Raar = k2  (CMa)n
(11)
(cone.)n
Rhar " 2
	
-4wr
04	 Rwar ° 2 (CMw) III.	 Solution
k2	 n	 k V	 n
nw	 r..	 (9)
g
The aeroslastic stability of the cascado is
Rwhr = r	 IIW)-►1	 k - ^
k2V
determined by elgenvalues, ^y 1 s, of the matrix [P].
The relation between the frequency 	 w	 and	 y	 is
Rahr ° k (CMq) n
iw/wo	 i/V—Y = is	 iV	 (12)
The coefficients (CFq)n, (CFa) n ,	 .•.	 (CMw)n	 are
calculated by the unsteady cascade airfoil theory Flutter occurs when	 is > 0.
of reference 12 for given values of	 k, b, a/c, 4,
and a (=2n - 1).	 The quantity	 wr	 is the ampli- For the given values of the number of blades,
tude of the velocity of the sinusoidal wake in the and hence the allowable interblade phase angles,
rth mode.
	
Nondimensionalizing equation (7), ex- the gap to chord ratio, the stagger angle, the
tending the resultant dquation to all the blades elastic axis position, and the structural param-
(s - 0, 1, 2	 . N-1), and using equation (3),	 the eters,	 the eigenvalues of the matrix [P] are calcu-
equations for all the blades of a randomly mistuned lated for a range of values ofk.	 Denoting the
cascade can be simplified as values of	 k	 and	 v	 at which u	 o 0	 as	 kF	 and
vF , respectively, the nondimensional flutter speed
EP] -
	 [IJ^1,{YJ
	 -	 [EJ—l[G][E}{AD}	 (10)
cnn be written as
where VF/bwo	 vF/kF 	(13)
[PJ	 =	 L EJ	 [AJ[ EJ 	 [E)	 [GJ[EJ[A} The aeroslastic response of the blades induced
by wakes is calculated from equation (10) and is
[DJ	 [DoJ[DI).	
GKhs	
; syhs(1 + 21rhs)
{Y}	
-	 UP)
	
-	 [IJ y]-L [EJ —l [GJ[EJ{A1 1 }	 (14)
[DN-1J	 GKa = p ars Ya(1+21^, )s	 s	 s	 s The amplitude of each blade is obtained by substi-
tuting equation (14)	 into equation (3).
[GJ A	
[ Go} [G	 '	
Yhs	
w}ls /wo
1.
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IV,	 Results and Discussion
Yas 
a w
`is
/wo
A.	 Computer Program and Verification
(11)
(Cont'd.) A digital computer program was written to cal-
culate the flutter stability boundaries and the
blade response of a randomly mistuned rotor, 	 In
5
thin program, it to passible to consider aay typo
of miatuning such as blade-to-blade variations of
the uncoupled bending and torsional frequencies,
damping ration, mass ratios, elastic axia and
center of gravity positions, and no on. This pro-
gram in operational on the Ww"A l.ewia Research
Center IOM 370/3033. W h tuned and miatuned un-
coupled bending; and uncoupled torsion canon, in
addition to the tuned coupled bending-torsion caso,
can be treated an opeeial cases of thin program.
Thin program wan checked for the following_ special
sanest
1. The corrcetnona of the aacodynamic cooffi-
ciento wao chocked by comparison of the present
results to Whitehead's published results in refer-
ence 12 over a wide rungs of cascade parametors.
Thin comparison shows excellent agreement,
2. To check the correctness of the uncoupled
torsional oigenvalven calculated by the present
program, a 12-bladed rotor described by Whitehead
in refornee 3 wan considered, The root locus of
this rotor with miatuned blades wan presented by
Whitehead in figure 18 of reference 3. A compari-
son of the results shown excellent agreement except
for the case of zero interblade phase angle. This
difference appears to be a plotting error in refer-
ence 3 because the present results are also in
agreement with those of reference 7 for all inter-
blade phase angles,
3. To check the correctneso of the program in
calculating the coupled bending-torsion fluttor
speed of a tuned rotor, the present results for a
few selected cases wore compared to the corresp :sd-
ing ones in reference 11. This comparison shown
excellent agreement.
4. Forced response results are very limited
in the published literature. Howevor, an upper-
bound for uncoupled bending or torsional response
was given in reference 4. The results of the
present program are within that bouud.
B. Aeroelantic Stability.
A compressor stage representative of a forward
stage of an advanced axial flow compressor was
chosen for conducting parametric studies. This
stage, known as the NASA Test Rotor 12, in shown in
figure 3. The required parameters of this stage
were calculated from the data given in reference 20
and are listed in table 1. The blade bending to
torsion frequency ratio for this rotor is 0.357,
and the elastic axis and C.G. position are at 50
percent chord. As a result, the coupling between
bending and torsion is very weak and the flutter
mode is dominated by torsional motion. Hence, the
results for the predominantly bending modes for
some cases will not be presented. However, to con-
duct parametric studies the bending to torsion fre-
quency ratio and elastic axis position are varied.
For these cases the results for predominantly bend-
ing modes are included. In some selected cases
only uncoupled torsional motion is considered.
A comparison of the system eigenvalues of both
tuned and miatuned cascades is useful to understand
the mistuning effects. For example, figure 4 is
such a plot for a special case in which only un-
coupled torsional motion of the blades is consid-
ered. The first type of mistuning considered is
the one in which the odd and even as.mbored bladoo
have different torsional. froquensiea, This is known
an alternate blade miatuning. For :example, in Cho
case of one percent mistuning, the frnquoney ratio
waslwo is 1,005 for all the oven bladoo and is
0.995 for all Clio odd blades, The roforonce fre-
quency k,,'e to equal to the arithmetic mean of the
uncoupled torsional frequencies of all the blades.
Because of the symmetry of thlu type or miatuning
the Gar modes couples with the (Or + n) mode only.
Figure 4 may be viewed as a root locus for the
tuned cascade with Or as the paramoror. When the
blades are miatuned, thin dooeription in not com-
pletoly appropriate because each mode contains all
possible interblado phase angles. Duo to the in-
herent symmetry in alternate blade mistuning, each
miatuned mode contains only two interblade phase
angle modes. however, one can view this plot an a
root locus with a predominant interblade phase
angle an a parameter. Several into-otting observa-
tions follow from figure 4. Even mu percent of
mistuning significantly affected the system eigon-
v,alues and stabilized an unstable tuned cascade.
An the levelof miotuning to increased, the hori-
zontal width of the root Locus to decreased, Tnia
amounts to saying that the effective damping of
some modes is increased while that of others in
decreased. Thin behavior will have an birluence
on forced response which will ^­ tinououed later.
When the miotuning level is 1.5 percent, the root
locus to split into high and low frequency groups.
In the high frequency group all the interblade
phase angles between 0 and 90 and between 276.4
and 360 are predominant; in the low frequency
group those between 96.4 0 and 2700 are predominant.
As the level t7 mistuning in ineroaned hnyond 1,3
percent, rite frequency separation of these groups
becomes larger a,nd the area encloned by each group
decrosa"a.
,v igure 5 .sown Cho eigenvector corresponding
to tha leaNt stable point of the 1.5 percent min-
tut, +_na curve on figure 4. The predominant inter-
blade phase angle at thin point to 51,42 0 (r ., 8)
and in uoupled with 231.420
 mode (r t, 36). As can
be seen, all the even blades have tho name amplitude
and all the odd blades have the some amplitude, as
expected from the symmetry of this kind of miatun-
ing. However, the amplitude of the odd blades is
68 percent of that of even blades.
Figure 6 illustrates the variation of uncou-
pled flutter speed with.the level of altern.ting
blade miotuning with and without damping. The
value of the damping ratio used is 0.2 percent and
is the same s'or, all the blades. The results indi-
cate that the mistuning has a substantial effect on
flutter speed. For the undamped case, the flutter
speed increases monotonically with increase in mis-
tuning level. However, when the miatuning level is
5 percent and mare, the additional benefit is
modest. For tht damped case a similar variation in
flutter speed is noticed, except when the mistuning
is between 0-1 percent. In thin range, the damping
effect is more pronounced. It should be noted that
these observations, particularly the effects of mis-
tuning, are in agti!eement with the qualitative con-
clusions analytically reached in reference 4 and
the experimental results reported in reference 21.
A second, more common type of mistuning was
analyzed. Blade torsional frequencies were ran-
domly chosen from a normally distributed population
with a mean was /ago of 1 and a standard deviation
of 0.005. Tito resulting blade frequoncleo are
shown *.1 figure 7. A conparison of both the tuned
and mituned c^igenvalues in ohown in figure 8. Tho
tuned oilenvaluos are tl ►e same no th000 preoented
in figure 4. Ao can ha coca, there its stabilizing
effect on the system, but is not quite as strong no
that produced by one percent nl,tornatinp miatuiliaag
shown in figure A. The otgenv pctor For the least
otablo mintuned mode from figure 8 10 shown in
figure 9, Tito eigonvoctor consinto Predominantly
of 64.290 interbindo nhane angle mode but also ban
significant participation from the 57,860 , 83,570,
19.290 and 77.140 modes. Also, each blade )too a
different amplitude and the 3nterblado phase angle
varies considerably. It can be seen that thin
flutter mode can be viewed on a localized phenom-
con olnee only bladen numbered 42 V rough 31 have
large relative amplitudes, 'Phis type of behavior
has been obccrvcd in actual engine tents.
The effect of clastic axis position on flutter
speed in of interest. Both uncoupled torsional and
coupled bending-torsion flutter analyoen were
formed with and without damping for three elastic
axis ponitionn with the center of gravity at mid-
chord. An wan noticed in reference 11, very weak
instabilities appeared in some canch which were
eliminated by the addition of a small amount of
structural damping. Consequently, they are of
little practical interent, and, hence., only the.
results with structural damping are presented in
figure 10. Note, that for uncoupled torsional
flutter the worst location of tt ►e elantic axis in
at the midehord point (a a 0) . Thin ir. I ►► contrast
to the present results without damping and to those
in reforencon 3 and 11 in which it severe drop in
flutter speed in noticed for the 75 percent
elastic axis position. For counled bending -torsion
flutter, the effect of elantic axis ponition de-
pends or, ,°hs /u'o. if mtan/uio .- 1, the bent loca-
tion ( of the three locations fnve. atigated herein) in
the 75 percent chord point; : f Wt`s /wo » 1, the
best location is the 25 percent chord point. when
the elastic axis in off the midehord, the oftect of
bending-torsion coupling on flutter opood is sig-
nifiennt. Thin observation in in agreamcaat with
that in references 5 and 11. Thene reaultn suggest
that the tailoring of the elastic axin ponition can
be used an a panoive control to inercane flutter
speed as in done in fixed wing acroeianticity.
Figure 11 shown the effects of both alternat-
ing blade mistuning and damping on coupled bending-
tornion flutter speed. An can be neon, both mis-
tuning and damping have beneficial effects. flow-
ever, the level of benefit depends on ta n/.+o, 1C
should be noted that the adverse effect oi coup);ng
between bendint; and torniazn z.. tuned cascade flut-
ter speed when	 ta s[co - 1 in reduced by the hene-
ficial effect of small mintuning and/or damping.
The effects of alternating blade: mistuning,
damping, and elastic axis ponition on the coupled
bending torsion flutter r.pood are illuntrated in
figure 12. The effects of mistuning and damping
are similar .o those discussed in figure 6; the
effects of the elastic axis position are similar to
those discussed in figure 10. For all practical
purposes, the curves for the elastic axis at mid-
chord are the t;aame an those in figure f, because the
ratio ". hs /,.^o (°0.397) is small.
Tito moults prooentcd thus for only show the
offecto of miatuning on acroolaotk.A otability.
Those reoulto auggeat that the utilization of lab-
tuning and/or tailoring of the clantle axis position
no passive controls to increano flutter speed arc
fenoiblo. Fl ►e next stop In to examine that ef fect of
mistuning on forked 'response.
C. Aernolantie Ran Innnne
In the present formulation, it is ponofble to
conoleor an excitation function consisting of all
harmonics of rotational speed of the rotor wr ►ich
range tip to r a tI. 1, In engine aeroolootic term-
inology, the harmehle number r is knownn an the
'engine order' of .ho excitations. The coefficients
Qwhr and gw:zr in. cquitionn 8(a) and (b) representthe foreitir, functicna in tl ►e bonding and torsion
equations, respectively, To understand the nature
of tl►e response, excitation in only one 
h
armon ic at
a time will be considered. Thin results in no ions
of generality since the principles of suporponition
holds, if the r a It harmonic in considered, then
the column matrices (AU0 1 1 (AD^1 ?, "" (ADNp.11 are
zero excopt (AURI in equation t11). Thin corron-
ponds to the cane in which there are R aymnetri-
cally opaee,l obntructiuno located upstream from tlae
blades and tt ►e circumforentiO w.ako distribution in
perfectly ninunoidil. For practical applications,
the forcing froquenc .y to thu g equal t% It times
tt ►c rotational speed.
The aeroclantic response reaultn presented
herein are or two values of It, 11and 39, at it
fixed reduced frequency chotaen such that the cascade
in aeroelantically stable in all modes. These
valuen for R were picked because the aerodynamic
damping of the tuned nystem ins tilt) r s 11 mode to
relatively loss whereas that in the r a 39 mode is
relatively high, The forcing frequency range in-
ventigated in limited to a small rango around the
uncoupled torsional frequency.
if the bladen are tuned, the response will be
entirely in the r .. It mode, unit all the blades
have equal amplitude. The amplitude of response of
any blade in tln)which is a function of Wwo.
Let the torsional amplitude of resonance of each
blade of the tuned rotor be 
^za,id• if the blades
are now rarJomly mintuned, there will be a response
in all t'.4 moden (enumerated by r) and the ampli-
tude of renponne of the nth blade in
hn	
a	
bar	 ci ►3rs	 (15)
ioo 	 'znr
Figuren 13(a) and (b) with R - 11, and figures
13(c) and (d) with R - 39 nhow the variation of
zaa/ za► ^ id for both the tuned azid one percent talter-
natinF blade mintuned enseades. Note that figutva
13(b) and (d) are a repetition of figures 13(a) and
(c), respectively, with 0.2 percent structural
damping. Note that the torsional amplitude
	 an id,
of the tuned cascade depends on the level of damping
and R. The bending amplitudes are not ah,.wn because
they are vary small in the range of the excitation
frequency shown herein. For the alternating blade
mistuning, only two r motion are coupled. The
amplitude behavior in nimllar to that oho-,m in fig-
ore 5 in which the amplitudes of the odd and oven
Haden are different. to all these conva, the
single resonance peak of the tuned concado is re-
placed by gain roaananco peaka for tiro alternating
mintuned cascade. It in soon that the effect of
mintuning on forcedreaponoe depends on the cngine-
order of the forcing function. For example, the
mintuning fats a beneficial effect (fits, '13(0) on
torsional response for it is 11, but hat) nit advoroo
affect (fit;. 13(c)) for R a 39. This io in con-
traat to the cotton belief that the mintuning
always has nit 	 effect on forced reapoono,
Thus, thin result provides an added incentive for
purouing tine one of mintuning no a paoaive control,
"Tito maximum decr^aae in amplitude with mintuning
for R a 11 is approximat ely 85 percent (fig.
13(a)) without dampingand in approximately 25 per-
cent (fib, 13 (b)) with dapping, Tito maximum in-
creano in amplitude with mintuning for Ct .. 39 io
approximately 110 percent without damping and is
approximately +0 percent with damping,. Ao expected,
the nr° ,retural damping hop a aignificant of.fect on
forced response. Although not shown, the decrease
in tuned i4nonance response ie 91 percent for
R A 11 and 37 percent for R - 39.
The randomly miotuned cascade described In fig-
ure 7 was analyzed for forced reoponne with k- 1.2.
The renulto arc shoini in figuroo 14 (a) forR - 11
and 14(b) for R a 39. As in figure 9, each blade
has a different amplitude and the interblado phase
angle varies. It in seen that the single resonance
peak for the tuned case is clanged inn. .ultipie
peaks, and different blades peak at d1' trent forc-
ing frequencion, An in the alternating mintuning
ease, this type of mintuning has a beneficial effect
on the R a 11 excitation. For the R a 39 exci-
tation, the sharp resonance peak of the tuned sy "
-tem is eliminated. However, for moot of the values
of the forcing frequency, the mintuned response is
higher than the tuned response,
V. conclunionn
This investigation wan conducted in an attempt
to improve the basic under ata l,ding of ttse effects
of ,niatutting on acroelantic stability and response
and rhea to explore the feasibility of using mis-
tuning as a pancive control to increase flutter
speed and to minimize reoponne, The following con-
clusiono are reached on the basis of the limited
results obtained by using incomprossible unsteady
cascade acrodyuamic theory for two types of min-
tuning:
1. In general, the mistuning has a beneficial
effect on the coupled bending-toroion flutter speed.
The flutter speed increases monotonically with an
increase in alternating blade mintuning level. How-
ever, when the mintuning level is above about 5
percent and more, the additional benefit is modest.
2. The inherent random mintuning which exists
in rvnl fan, compressor, and turbine stages has a
significantly beneficial effect on flutter. This
observation is qualitatively in agreement with the
experimental results published in the literature.
3. An expected, the o£fe.:t of structural damp.,
ing on flutter speed is stabilizing. However, in
the presence of mintuning this effect is not as
significant as in '.he tuned case.
4, The uoo of uncoupled torsional flutter
A"417010 to deduce the effect of elantic axis poni-
tion was found to be unreliable beca000 the Cssu}.l-
ing; betwoon bending nod toraion, otruetural data}s-
ing, and rintuning can change ttse ronulto
ai8nificon^:y.
5, Minturinp, mat= »,at!o either a beneficial or
nit O fact on forced response, depending on
the engino orJew of excitation.
b. "tatuning introduced muir,ipin ruconant
peaks for a given cnaino order excitation.
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Table I Vararactern of NASA Toot Rotor 12
r) 6
ti n	258.5
a	 0 (varied in name cameo)
X'10	 0 (varied in some cameo)
0 5774 6; - 0)
r,,,	
0.7638 (a u -0.5 and 0.5)
(tuned)	 0,357 (varied in name cameo)
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Figure 1, - Geometry of a tuned cascade In rth mode (note that the variable
s represents the Dap between chords as well as the blade number Index).
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